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night of September 14, 1986? If you are like most people I know, that
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don't say that lightly. I was fortunate enough to be in a bar in my
home town of Norwich, New York, right off of Main Street, where I

worked part time, during that night. In my memory it was a gloriously
overcast, sultry night, and the temperature was a cool 60 degrees.

The sky was a shade of dark brown with some streaks of yellow,
creating an effect that reminded me of a firefly catching a brief break

in the rain. I had been
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allows users to see what
they're working on.

Enhancements to the video
editing modules

improveÂ .MILWAUKEE -- A
10th-grade student at West
Allis West High School was
suspended for three days

after a photo of her in a lacy
bra made the rounds on

social media. Ashley
Granado, 17, was told not to
return to school on Monday
or Tuesday. She says she
was confused as to why. "I

had no idea what was going
on and I couldn't help but

wonder why I wasn't in class
all that time," Granado said.
Granado says she's just now
getting the documents that
support the punishment and

that she was told not to
share them with her
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parents. "I just want my
points back and also to

know if it's a picture that I
have posted of a girl that

has liked it and has shared
it, then she should also get
in trouble," Granado said.
What was really confusing
to Granado was how her
photo got out. Her first-

period teacher sent her to
the office. "If the teacher

thought that was
inappropriate, why is it

being posted on Facebook?"
she asked. Then, a parent

received a screenshot of the
image and passed it on. The
parent says she thought the
student wanted to share the
photo but wasn't sure what
to do with it. "I contacted
the school and they said,
‘Oh, because it has been
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sent to social media you
need to have a parent sign

it,'" the parent said.
Granado says she didn't
recognize the girl in the

photo. "To find out that I am
having a three-day

suspension is kind of crazy
to me," Granado said. She

says she understands being
accountable for her actions

and that this kind of
punishment is justified in
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respective companies.Q: How to insert characters for each row of file
in shell script Input: Program1 1000 10 1002 150 Expected Output:
Program1 1000 10 1002 150 Program2 2000 10 2002 100 Program3
3000 10 3004 150 OUTPUT PROBLEM in case of 2nd line Program2
2000 10 2002 100 I have tried below script while IFS= read line do

awk 'BEGIN{OFS="\t"} {print line}' | awk -F'[ ]' '{print $1"\t"$2"\t"$3}'
| sed -e's/ $//' done
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Google for multi-part domain I am building a system which hosts
documents and submits them to the internet via a sitemap. The

submitter wants to have a link back to their site that will allow people
to discover this site. I know I can do a search on google of the site's
full address in quotes like so: "My Site Name" (note that the www is
important for me as it's part of my domain) In my situation, it would
not be possible for me to build a custom page or any other form of
content for this link. The only possible solution I see is to create a

sitemap which contains a link like this: "example.com"/"My Site Name"
Unfortunately, this will only work for two-part domains. To illustrate, if

my domain is foo.com and my site is bar.com, this means that my
Google links will contain "foo.com" in the middle. If I just leave the

".com", Google will give me "bar.com" in the results. So what I want to
do is have some kind of shortcut for Google so I can enter this URL to
find my site: "bar.com"/"My Site Name" Is this possible? If not, is there
any way to manually do this sort of short-cutting? A: This is the correct

syntax for it. Use in as your search engine. "My Site Name" You can
use it to search links that are on your site from any page on your site

with the following syntax Broncos are disappointed with Cameron
Smith but will show 'hospitality and respect' to opposition players The
Broncos would like to establish a positive relationship with Smith but
will show "hospitality and respect" to their opposition players, writes
Paul Kent. The Broncos are not disappointed with Cameron Smith but

would like to establish a positive
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